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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.2.5 

 

General 

 CSIG-AD6J76 - If you changed supplier/customer on an existing order with price on the Alloy cost, the row 
got an Alloy cost 0, no matter the settings on the Part and/or Customer/Supplier. 

 CSIG-AE2GFX - If you unliked a Customer order or a Purchase order from a Blanket order before you had 
saved the order, text rows for the Blanket order was displayed when saving. 

 LREM-AEEK6J - News: A new procedure to create own OCR-/ reference number series is added. The new 
procedure Reference Number can be found under the menu Tables in the Global Settings module. 
Besides OCR numbers, you can also create KID no (Norway), FI no (Denmark) and Ref no (Finland). 

 SSÖG-AEPFBS - Blanket orders in Alternate unit deducted quantity incorrectly on the order if you added 
rows after saving. 

 JELA-AETAK2 - It wasn’t possible to open the CRM tab/ SRM tab from the Customer Info (Shift+F12), 
Supplier Info (Shift+F11), Customer Info and Supplier Info procedures. 

 FOHN-AEVCMX - It was possible to create linked setup price rows and alloy cost rows in the Register 
Blanket Order – Sales procedure. 

 FOHN-AFPBP5 - When using the function "Use Outlook integration when e-mailing from…" combined with 

Office 365 Outlook 2013, Outlook could stop sending e-mails and the message "Failed to send e-mail!" was 
displayed. 

Manufacturing 

 MWIK-A48HWF - A program error occurred during material clearance in the Material Clearance 
procedure, if the part had the Lot sizing rule Lot-for-lot and there was no linked Purchase order. The 
Setting "Linked requirement/supply planning for P-part (Lot-for-lot)" also had to be activated if the error 
should occur. 

 PFLN-ACWG5K - This affects the Pick List (Manufacturing) procedure. Cleared material on M-orders with 
status 9 affected the stock balance. 

 FOHN-AEVCYN - It wasn’t possible to export delivery schedules with row status 1 in the Print Delivery 
Schedules – Subcontract procedure. 

 FPEN-AEVHTF - If you changed Delivery period in the list in the Comprehensive Document 
(Subcontract) procedure, the changed period wasn’t displayed on the printouts. 

Purchase 

 SHÖD-A9LKP3 - It was possible to change Signer on the uppermost order row (when you had several order 
rows) in the Authorize Supplier Invoices procedure, even if it already was authorized.  

 LREM-ADXCZQ – This only affects systems in Poland. Now it’s possible to enter what you want in the field 
Supplier invoice no when you make an On account payment in the Polish procedure Register Payments. 

 LAHM-AE7DCH - Incorrect rest amount was registered on the supplier invoice if you deleted a supplier 
invoice with cash discount. This caused an incorrect amount if you paid that supplier invoice once again. 

 SSÖG-AEHFBN - Forecasts weren’t exported in the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 FPEN-AENHZD - If you entered Delivery date on the Main tab in the Register Purchase Order procedure, 
pressed New record, the new orders rows got the date from the previous orders Delivery date. 
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 LAHM-AEPDDS - Cash discount and ISO payments in combination didn’t work. 

 SSÖG-AETFPU - Order response by MONITOR-to-MONITOR with XML-file (Purchase order) changed the 
status to 3 (Confirmed) even if the order had status 5 (Partial delivered). 

 GÅNY-AF2K8G - News: This only applies to Estonia. Support for the new E-invoice format valid as of 
January 1st 2017 is implemented. You will need a black box delivered with MONITOR version 8.2.5. Please 
contact Monitor Support for further information. 

 SHÖD-AF9KSA - It wasn’t possible to preview the invoice image in the Transaction List procedure, list 
type Sent. This only applies to systems with the supplement EIM. 

 FOHN-AFCB5S - The Arrival Reporting Import (Purchase) procedure shut down with a program error 
during import. 

 MWIK-AFDHG9 - The Print Transport Labels (Purchase) procedure with the setting Show causing 
requirement when customer name were longer than 35 characters caused an error message. Now the 
maximum length for customer name is set to 50 characters. 

 LAHM-AFHDFK - Incorrect confirmed amount was displayed when confirming CAMT053, ISO payment for 
SEB in the Confirm Outgoing Payments procedure. 

 LAHM-AFKHMR - News: A new Charge code 2=Split costs for LBI payments by Danske Bank is 
implemented.  

 LAHM-AFQCMR - This applies to systems used in Lithuania. An error occurred in the payment file if you had 
an own Currency code as Company currency and used ISO payments. 

Sales 

 ÖBRN-9WUKBL - Service rows could get an unwanted discount in the Register Invoices Directly 
procedure if you changed price on both the Part row and the Service row. This only occurred if the Part had 
a discount set in the Discount Matrix. 

 LREM-A8YFM4 - Polish Comprehensive invoices didn’t display correct sales date on the invoice header. A 
setting where you can select between: Standard, Earliest date or Latest date is added in the Form 
Settings procedure. 

 JLÖR-A9E8S5 - Text rows on blanket orders weren’t translated during Customer Order Transfer. Customer 
Order Transfer is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 SSTG-AB5H9C - News: Now will also the service’s Internal comment and linked Manufacturing orders 
additional text be displayed in the Service Summary procedure. 

 LREM-AD3B4G - The Polish credit invoice became incorrect if you changed row type on the already copied 
rows. 

 SSTG-ADDD5G - News: Now will also Goods location and service technician be printed on the 
Manufacturing orders additional text when Manufacturing order is created from service. 

 SSTG-ADTGM5 - News: Now will service be managed in the Undo Delivery Reporting procedure. 

 SSTG-ADXD6N - News: Now it´s possible to enter warehouse per service plan row. The customer order 
will be created in the service plan row’s warehouse when releasing service plan rows. This only affects 
systems with the supplement Service management. 

 AKWK-AE3D7T - If a part generated a setup price on the order row in the Register Customer Order 
procedure and the setup price had 0 % discount according to the Discount Categories. The customers 
discount was used on the row instead of the discount from the matrix. 

 LREM-AE6DGR - Incorrect CM/CR was displayed in the Invoice Basis procedure, list type Only total if 
there were Credit invoices in the selection. 

 SSÖG-AE6JV3 - The Setting "Export total price to EDI invoice" now also affects format number 319. 

 LREM-AEFBH3 - When confirming PG payments in the Payment Matching procedure displayed an 
incorrect warning about incorrect currency on the account, even if it was correct. 
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 JELA-AENCMV - Words will now explain what the abbreviations (V, F, S, B, N and P) means in the field 
Freight measure on the Extra information tab in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 AKWK-AEHC7Z - A name of a column in the designed Popup Customer order in the Register Customer 
Order and Delivery Reporting procedures was incorrect. The new and correct name is Advice date (and 
will replace the incorrect Cancellation date). 

 SSTG-AETC25 - News: Now it’s possible to enter Serial number on a Customer agreement. This is 

determined by the setting "Enter serial number in customer order, invoice and agreement header". The 
serial number will be displayed on the Agreement report and on the Invoice. 

 SHÖD-AETGMQ - An error message was displayed in the Register Invoices Directly procedure if you 
registered more than one invoice to the same Customer without changing Customer between the invoices. 

 SSTG-AEUEZW - The selection row for Service order is removed from the Shipment List procedure. 

 FOHN-AEUFDJ - Now will EDI invoice be checked in the Register Invoices Directly procedure when you 
release for invoicing on the Invoicing plan tab in the Register Customer Order procedure. But only if the 
Extra info setting "Create EDI invoice basis in Delivery Reporting?" in the Update Customer procedure is 
activated. 

 SSTG-AF3BXY - News: When a service part is divided into incorporated service operation parts and service 
material on the invoice basis, the customer orders standard price will be distributed on these invoice rows. 
This will make sure that the correct amount shall be coded by the Management accounting. 

 CSIG-AF496Z - It wasn’t possible to use the Save button in the Update Seller procedure if you had 
changed Employee number for a seller. 

 FPEN-AF4C99 - An error message could be displayed if you changed customer on a Quote in the Register 
Quote procedure. 

 LREM-AF4DL8 - Incorrect CM/CR could be displayed on rows in the Register Customer Order procedure. 
This could occur if you used other currency than the company currency and if the Part’s standard price was 
zero and you entered another standard price on the row. 

 SHÖD-AF9GYP - It wasn’t possible to print Customer orders with status 0 and a linked Invoicing plan in the 
Invoicing Plan List procedure. 

 SSÖG-AFA9RQ - An empty edit lock-up was created in the Purge Edit Lock-up procedure if you used 
Save as… from an existing Quote in the Register Quote procedure and then pressed Cancel. 

 FOHN-AFBCAY - The Print Shipping Documents procedure could shut down with a program error if you 
used Shipping templates. 

 SSÖG-AFC946 - All customer data wasn’t loaded in the Register Invoices Directly procedure if you used 
the alternative New record. 

 FOHN-AFCKHE - The field GAN/cust. no. could during certain circumstances be empty if you opened a 
Customer order by using PopUp Customer orders in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 SHÖD-AFGHVF - It wasn’t possible to display Customer orders with status 0 in the Order Inflow 
procedure. 

Inventory 

 PFLN-AD7CB3 - The Total Man-hours in the Estimate Annual Volume procedure wasn’t summarized 
correctly  

 AKWK-AENB6T - Translated activities weren’t displayed on the form Customer nonconformity confirmation 
in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 SSTG-AEQHLX - News: Customer order status and Manufacturing order status for Service are displayed on 
the Aftermarket tab in the Update Product Register procedure. Please note that Service Management is 
a supplement. 

 SSTG-AETCSW - News: Agreements with serial numbers will be displayed on the Events tab in the Update 
Product Register procedure. 
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 SSTG-AF5AF9 - News: An asterisk in list type Warranty in the Product Register List procedure displays if 
the Serial number has a service plan. This makes it easier to see which service numbers have or don’t have 
a service plan. 

Workshop Info 

 PFLN-AFDBPB - The Priority Plan Chart procedure shut down with a program error if you selected on 
Department. 

Accounting 

 SHYS-A6BG6X - A performance improvement is made in the Switch Year procedure. 

 GÅNY-AD4FZY - This affects systems with Adaptation 176 - Calculated depreciations per month. Calculated 
and Scheduled depreciations showed different results when you selected the same date. 

 KFTM-AEQFXG - The Display List tab and the Preview tab displayed different totals in the Print Accrual 
Accounting procedure. 

 SHÖD-AF4JRP - An error message was displayed if you entered a Project number that didn’t exist on the 
Main tab in the Register Customer Order procedure and answered Yes on the question if you would like 
to create a new project. 

 LAHM-AFCK2L - The loading of depreciations in the Scheduled Depreciation procedure became incorrect 
if you used Cost center, Cost unit or Project on any of the Fixed assets. 

General Settings 

 AFOG-AF6AS9 - The User Rights List procedure only worked with procedure ID’s between 1 and 700. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-AEFCJW - When authorizing supplier invoices incorrect PDF could be displayed to a Consecutive 
number. This occurred due to timing problems when loading and updating the PDF-file. 

 LREM-AEXGF2 - It wasn’t possible to open invoices from Telia in EIM, version 8.2. It was also impossible to 
save annotations on these invoices. 

Management Accounting 

 LAHM-A99H5F - When you begin using Management accounting and import Coding methods a warning is 
displayed. The warning tells which procedures are missing in the system, if these procedures are included 
in any of the coding methods that you try to import. 

 GÅNY-ACVF77 - News: Support for Service management is implemented in the Management accounting. 

Special Part types for service is added in the Management accounting (these Part types have the name 
Service). Own Coding methods for service need to be added in order to be able to manage these orders in 
an own flow with coding on special accounts. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9FKKBA - The alternative None didn’t work in the Insert sel. text on a configuration in the Register 
Customer Order procedure. 

 LAHM-AFADQM - A program error occurred if you credited an invoice with a configured part that had an 
invalid configuration. 
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